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"This is a very funny coloring book. I love how graphic [it is.]" &#151;Chelsea HandlerSEX IS FUN!

COLORING IS FUN! NOW, COLORING SEX IS FUN!!! Thanks to this first-ever interactive

intercourse guide, you and your lover can explore exciting new sex positions in an enjoyable,

approachable and brightly colored way. Just be sure to stay inside the lines as you learn to be

creative between the sheets.Perfect as a bachelorette, wedding shower or birthday gift, Sex

Position Coloring Book is as hilariously playful as it is anatomically accurate. With 101

ready-to-color outlines of couples in real sex positions, this is the silliest yet most informative sex

book a man and a woman and a box of crayons have ever shared.
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You should probably be over eighteen to buy this. The Sex Position Coloring Book is as hilariously

playful as it is anatomically accurate. With 101 ready-to-color outlines of couples in real sex

positions (because we've all got "The Last Unicorn" on our to-do list, right?), this is the silliest yet

most informative sex book a man and a woman and a box of crayons have ever shared. And thank

goodness -- I've always wondered what "The Cosmic Voyage" looked like.You've never had as

much fun as I did coloring some of these. I really did. Just me, Tivo, a Saturday night and some

take-out (stop judging). It was kinda therapeutic (my roommate was like - WTF?). So don't ever

think coloring is just for kids. Whether you're just coloring in Winnie the Pooh or someone putting it

in the pooper (too far?), it's actually a pretty relaxing activity.With 101 kodak moments to color in, it's

really the gift that keeps on giving and it's all of what - $13? But this would be one helluva stocking



stuffer on Christmas morning and the best birthday gift anyone ever got, if you ask me. Perfect for a

bestie's bday or bachelorette. Or a lonely night.... Just sayin'. Enjoy. And you're welcome.

What a great idea! This book is highly entertaining and teaches you new sex positions! What more

could you ask for? The drawings are pretty hilarious with funny names like: "the whoa nellie" "camp

sing-a-long" and "use a coaster" and coinciding backgrounds that allow you to color in more than

just their bodies. I would recommend this book to anyone who has a sense of humor in the sack

(obviously 18 and older). It is a good gift/joke book as well.

I was really hoping the pages would be individual, not front and back. Most expensive, high quality

coloring books don't print front to back. My people now look like they have douche bag tribal tattoos

from the pages rubbing together.A lot of positions are repeated with different names.The

backgrounds of the pictures are really fantastic. I was expecting to have to go buy a whole new set

of colored pencils just for the fleshy tones, but the backgrounds are equally exciting, so there's

actually a good amount of other colors.

LOL! This definitely brought a smile to my husband's face. I don't think he expected to get an adult

coloring book as a present :-) It's worth the price for the look on his face, but it is overpriced for a

coloring book.

As a whole it was better than I expected. Loved the names of the different positions and the

background graphics were detailed.

Decent but not overly detailed line work- not explicit per se but good if you want to practice with your

skin tone colored pencils. Good if you're not ready to draw people but want to try different brands of

colored pencils or work with shadow and skin tones without a model.Worth a try.

You can use this for personal enjoyment solo or with a partner. It could be a great bridal party game

or bachelorette party fun time. Some image are similar....the names of positions not always clear

why. However, it's meant to be fun and just to be "silly" as an adult enjoying a past time that isn't

normally adult. You can use as foreplay, get ideas or whatever you need. Some images need

colored pencils due to the details, but over all a great gift for a friend, partner or yourself.



My sister loves this book I purchased for her birthday. They make you smile..some potions make

you shake your head. The pages ARE front to back, This is why I gave it 4 STARS. Fun gift for the

right person. Just keep in mind you only have so many flesh tone pencils..and there is a LOT of

flesh..lol
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